Histone expressions in mouse-rat somatic reconstituted cells.
A critical analysis of histone expression was performed on the four interspecific and the two intraspecific reconstituted cells formed between karyoplast from mouse B16 cells and the cytoplast from rat cells (L6TG.CAPr) or mouse cells (B82.CAPr). All the reconstituted cells had the same pattern of mouse histones and the same amount of mouse-specific H2B. 2 histone as that of mouse nuclear donor cells. A hybrid between B16 and L6TG.CAPr contained both mouse and rat-specific H1b subtypes, whereas no rat-specific H1b was detected in the interspecific reconstituted cells. In both intra- and interspecific reconstituted cells, the proportion of H1b content was lower than that of B16 cells but that of H1 degree was higher, indicating that the mouse H1 patterns from these cells slightly resembled the pattern of slower growing and differentiated cytoplast donor cells. As an effect of the tumor promoter, the H1 pattern tended to revert to that of the nuclear donor cells in agreement with the phenotypic reversion, without any significant change in cell growth.